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## Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>APIO</td>
<td>assistant public information officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIC</td>
<td>Central Information Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPWD</td>
<td>Central Public Works Department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>civil society organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC</td>
<td>Central Vigilance Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWG</td>
<td>Commonwealth Games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPT</td>
<td>Department of Personnel and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOI Act</td>
<td>Freedom of Information Act 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLRN</td>
<td>Housing and Land Rights Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAY</td>
<td>Indira AwasYojana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEC</td>
<td>Information, Education and Communication Division of the Department of Rural Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOI</td>
<td>Government of India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGNREGS</td>
<td>Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MKKS</td>
<td>MazdoorKisan Shakti Sangathan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAC</td>
<td>National Advisory Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCPRI</td>
<td>National Campaign for People’s Right to Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NREGA</td>
<td>National Rural Employment Guarantee Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>nongovernmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCRF</td>
<td>Public Causes Research Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIO</td>
<td>public information officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PM</td>
<td>prime minister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMGSY</td>
<td>PradhanMantri Gram Sadhak Yojana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PwC</td>
<td>PricewaterhouseCoopers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAAG</td>
<td>Right to Information Assessment and Analysis Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTI</td>
<td>right to information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTI Act</td>
<td>Right to Information Act 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTI-MIS</td>
<td>online request and appeals tracking system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNS</td>
<td>SatarkNagarikSangathan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPA</td>
<td>United Progressive Alliance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

On May 10, 2005, the Indian Parliament enacted the Right to Information Act 2005 (RTI Act), providing citizens with a legal right to access government information and records; establishing mechanisms of implementation, promotion, and enforcement to enable the exercise of this right; and, in effect, opening the official decision-making processes to public scrutiny. The recognition, by law, of citizens’ right to access the information contained in hitherto secret documents marked a shift in the paradigm of governance—from one characterized by official discretion, secrecy, and control to one of openness and transparency. The significance of the law’s passage was recognized by commentators who hailed the law as a “great and revolutionary law”\(^1\) with the potential of “fundamentally altering the balance of power between the government and citizens”\(^2\) in India.

The passage of the law was rooted in a strong grassroots movement that gained national momentum in the early 2000s, it was consequently embraced as a key platform by a major political party. India’s civil society and media have also expressed high expectations of the RTI Act. The law was expected to usher in a new era of transparent and open governance and “merge with and strengthen the aspirations of people for participatory democracy.”\(^3\)

On paper, the law provides a way for citizens to access information and records held by public authorities at the central, state, and local government levels and establishes an independent grievance-redressal system to deal with complaints that arise from noncompliance.

In practice, the law’s potential has been realized to a certain extent. Various studies have shown that citizens have responded to the RTI Act enthusiastically, filing information requests with government departments on a range of issues. In the two-and-a-half years after the RTI Act was passed, it was estimated that 2 million requests for information had been filed by citizens citing the legislation.\(^4\) Civil society, in particular, has popularized the law by mobilizing citizens to use it and by monitoring its implementation. For its scope and design,\(^5\) the Indian RTI Act is widely regarded as a model piece of legislation.\(^6\) This attention, as well as the tremendous popularity of the law, has prompted several countries around the world to draw up their own access-to-information legislation. At the same time, in some instances, information obtained through the RTI Act has been used by civil society groups and individuals to demand improvements in the provision of government services.

These are positive developments, but they only go so far. Reports also indicate that public officials, by and large, lack the skills and training needed to comply with the law, and in many ways, they continue to resist its implementation. Meanwhile, continued resistance to the RTI Act at various levels raises important questions about the government’s willingness to create an enabling environment for citizens to exercise their right to information (RTI).

This case study builds on recent work on the subject and also draws from numerous interviews conducted with an array of stakeholders. It examines India’s experience with the implementation of the RTI Act to date, focusing on both the implementation measures put in place by the government as well as the use of the law. It examines the role of three key stakeholders in particular—politicians, civil society actors, and bureaucrats—in the design and implementation of the law; in so doing, this study seeks to shed light on how the law has been put in practice.

An analysis of the various implementation measures enacted by the central government suggests that there has been procedural compliance with the basic provisions of the RTI Act. Specifically, rules and regulations regarding the payment of fees and the appeals process have been framed, information
commissions have been set up, and officers have been designated to handle requests and appeals in various government departments. But recent assessments of the law’s implementation indicate that there are key gaps in the RTI regime. A number of studies cite inadequate infrastructure and insufficient budgetary and human resources as key constraints on the performance of departments as well as information commissions. Public information officers (PIOs) in both the central and state governments have reported low levels of awareness, training, and capacity building as well as poor records management as the major reasons for delays in responding to requests for information.

The growing backlog of pending appeals and complaints with the information commissions—and the low number of penalties thus far imposed—have prompted civil society groups to question the efficacy of the enforcement mechanisms under the RTI Act. These implementation gaps suggest that while there has been procedural compliance, the government has only made limited efforts to ensure the systemic change required occurs. For example, internal rules and procedures have not been reviewed, and records management practices have not been improved to enable departments to disclose information more efficiently. The implementation of the RTI Act appears to have become a “check-the-box” procedure; its actual realization would require the substantial, internal reforms of the structures and processes of government departments.

1.1. Methodology

This case study is a combination of desk-based secondary research and primary data collection from interviews and TI requests, drawing on secondary literature on the genesis of the RTI Act in India as well as recent studies assessing the status of the law’s implementation.

In order to understand the dynamics of RTI implementation, this case study analyzes the efforts of the nodal implementing agency—the Department of Personnel and Training (DOPT)—as well as three departments of the central government:

- **Department of Rural Development.** This department, under the Ministry of Rural Development, formulates and oversees implementation of the government's flagship programs on livelihood generation, wage employment, rural housing, and rural connectivity. These schemes are implemented across the country through state governments, district rural development agencies, and Panchayati Raj institutions.

- **Department of School Education and Literacy.** This department, under the Ministry of Human Resource Development, is responsible for the formulation and implementation of policies on elementary education, secondary education, literacy, and adult education.

- **Central Public Works Department (CPWD).** This department, under the Ministry of Urban Development, is the premier public works agency of the central government. It is responsible for the construction and maintenance of all central government works and assets.

Qualitative interviews were conducted with key officials in each of these four departments to understand departmental compliance with the RTI Act (assessed against the key obligations of public authorities under the RTI Act), challenges to its implementation, and the impact of the law on departmental functioning. Interviews were also conducted with civil society organizations (CSOs), activists, and the media. The study focused on the use of the RTI in three key sectors: rural development, education, and public works. The interviews helped to gauge perceptions of the RTI Act, understand ways in which the law is being used to demand information from the government, and evaluate how the law has changed or influenced the way that government departments are held accountable to the public.

To assess the readiness of the department to implement the law, RTI applications were filed in the three central government departments seeking information on the total number of RTI applications
that were received, rejected, and fulfilled as well as the number of first appeals filed between 2008–10.

In addition, a literature review was undertaken. Although data assessing the status of RTI implementation in India are limited, there are several valuable studies on the subject. In 2008–09, the Government of India commissioned the private consultancy firm PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) to assess the implementation of the RTI Act. Simultaneously, civil society groups launched their own study under the umbrella of the Right to Information Assessment and Analysis Group (RAAG), a coalition of people’s organizations and activists. Despite differences in scale and methodology, both studies contain similar findings.

On a positive note, these studies echo several others in suggesting that the institutional mechanisms for operationalizing the key provisions of the law have been set in place at various levels. Central and state governments have formulated rules to implement the law, government departments have designated information officers to handle requests and appeals, and information commissions have been set up across various states. However, the studies also cite low levels of awareness about the law among civil servants, limited training and capacity building among PIOs, inconsistent rules and procedures for accessing information, and poor records management.
2. Adoption of the RTI Act, 2005

Public demand for the RTI Act, coupled with support from the Congress-led United Progressive Alliance (UPA) government, eventually led to its enactment in May 2005. It was preceded by a number of state RTI laws and, at the national level, by the less ambitious and ineffectual Freedom of Information Act 2002 (FOI Act). The pluralistic nature of the Indian state as well as its highly vibrant and active civil society not only spurred the passage of the law but has also helped to maintain pressure on the government to effectively implement it.

An extensive body of literature chronicles the history of the RTI movement in India.\textsuperscript{11} This movement is particularly significant because of its deep grassroots origins, unlike in many other countries where the impetus for reform was supplied by either reformist elements within governments or pressure from international donor organizations. Although the Constitution of India constitution does not explicitly recognize citizens’ right to information, a series of progressive judgments by the Supreme Court of India has recognized this right as an extension of the fundamental right of freedom of speech and expression under Article 19 (1)(A).\textsuperscript{12} But it was not until a powerful grassroots movement, championed by well-connected national advocacy groups, became aligned with the vision of the political class in the early 2000s, that a law to operationalize such judgments was adopted.

In the 1990s, a small grassroots organization in rural Rajasthan—the Mazdoor Kisan Shakti Sangathan (MKSS, Organization for the Empowerment of Workers and Peasants)—began to campaign for access to government records and documents as part of its broader struggle to secure minimum wages under the government’s drought relief programs.\textsuperscript{13} For over a decade, the successes of this group in extracting information from the government sparked a nationwide campaign that culminated in the enactment of various state and national RTI laws.

In many ways, the MKSS campaign was unique. While sporadic demands for information had been articulated by people’s organizations in other parts of the country, the MKSS created a mass support base of ordinary farmers and villagers for the movement.\textsuperscript{14} Inspired by the MKSS, people’s groups and organizations throughout the country (including the National Alliance of People’s Movements, Rural Workers’ Campaign, and Dalit Sangharsh Samiti) realized the importance of RTI in their own work.\textsuperscript{15}

The movement also drew support from human rights activists whose efforts against human rights violations and illegal detentions were frustrated by a lack of information; from environmental groups that had initially achieved some success in petitioning the Supreme Court for greater transparency on environmental issues;\textsuperscript{16} advocacy groups able to draw the support of opinion makers, such as the Lokayan, the Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative (CHRI), and the National Campaign for Advocacy Studies; prominent individuals, including retired bureaucrats, lawyers, senior journalists, and academics; and even officials from within the bureaucracy.\textsuperscript{17}

In 1996, the National Campaign for People’s Right to Information (NCPRI) was formed, a critical development in galvanizing on one platform disparate groups, including representatives of people’s movements, activists, lawyers, journalists, academics, and retired bureaucrats. To build up mass support for its movement, the NCPRI adopted a strategy of reaching out to groups and organizations working on different issues across the country. The NCPRI prepared and submitted a draft RTI bill to the Press Council of India, which was forwarded to the government following a series of public consultations. A government committee (the H. D. Shourie Committee) was set up to review the draft bill, and within a few months, it submitted a diluted version of the bill to the government.\textsuperscript{18}
At the national level, the government’s response remained ambivalent. Other than some minor efforts—such as those under the V. P. Singh government in 1989 (scuttled by the bureaucracy) and an unfulfilled promise in the election manifesto of the National Democratic Alliance government, which came to power in 1998—
the government had never quite espoused the RTI cause.

State governments, meanwhile, made more rapid progress; many enacted RTI laws in the 1990s, responding to a diverse set of pressures. In some states, such as Tamil Nadu and Karnataka, the impetus for reform came from within the government. In others, such as Maharashtra, a grassroots campaign for greater transparency led by Anna Hazare, forced the government to repeal an ineffective law and replace it with a stronger state RTI law.

While these state laws varied in strength and application, they went a long way toward increasing awareness of citizens’ right to information and thus prepared the ground for national legislation. But at the national level, while some public officials supported RTI, others continued to resist the idea. This resistance, according to Singh (2010), emerged from a fear among the bureaucracy that the law would bind the government to set rules, leading to the “death of discretion.”

Sharp divisions, even among the political class, came to the fore in 1999, when one cabinet minister unilaterally ordered the public disclosure of all records and papers in his ministry and the prime minister (PM) rescinded the order. In response to a petition against the PM’s order (filed by activists and lawyers in 2000), the Supreme Court ordered the government to provide for RTI, paving the way for the 2002 FOI Act.

However, the FOI Act was widely criticized for its weak and ineffectual clauses; it wasn’t even published in the Official Gazette of India and, therefore, never came into force. In 2004, the newly-elected UPA government promised to make RTI “progressive, participatory and meaningful.” To monitor the implementation of the government’s programs, the leader of the Congress Party, Sonia Gandhi, set up a National Advisory Council (NAC) that included key RTI advocates. In August 2004 the NCPRI submitted a draft RTI bill to the NAC that essentially a series of amendments to the 2002 FOI Act. The amendments included renaming the law from the “Freedom of Information Act” to the “Right to Information Act.” This was significant since it placed the demand for information in the context of a legally justifiable right rather than an abstract freedom.

Based on submissions from civil society groups including the NCPRI, the NAC submitted its recommendations to the government for amending the FOI Act 2002. In December 2004, based on these recommendations, the Right to Information Bill 2004 was tabled in Parliament. The bill, while better than the 2002 law, still excluded a number of key clauses recommended by civil society groups: it restricted RTI to the central government only and excluded penalties for noncompliance. Eventually, a parliamentary standing committee and a group of ministers were appointed to review the bill and, after a great deal of lobbying from civil society groups, a number of the original NCPRI-NAC recommendations were reinstated. The stronger legislation that resulted from this process—the RTI Act—received support from Sonia Gandhi and the NAC; it was finally passed by both houses of Parliament in May 2005, received presidential assent in June 2005, and came into formal force on October 13, 2005.

From the outset, civil society groups were determined that the RTI Act should follow international best practices on access to information. They specifically pushed for the incorporation of the basic principles of maximum disclosure, minimum exemptions, independent appeals, penalties, and universal accessibility within the law. These principles found expression in the final text of the RTI Act.
3. The Clarity and Comprehensiveness of the Legal Environment

The RTI Act 2005, is widely regarded as a progressive law overriding all existing laws, including the Official Secrets Act 1923.\(^{32}\) It draws upon the provisions of international access-to-information laws, such as those from Canada, Jamaica, Mexico, and South Africa.\(^{33}\) In effect, the law covers the whole country, except Jammu and Kashmir.\(^ {34}\)

While sporadic attempts to introduce RTI legislation had been made by the government since the 1980s, it was really a massive push by groups such as the MKSS and NCPRI in the 1990s that paved the way for the reform. The national campaign for RTI strategically built partnerships with various stakeholder groups, including the media, lawyers, civil society groups, and people’s movements across the country. In particular, the NCPRI organized workshops with groups working on issues as diverse as child labor, health, education, and human rights in order to highlight the cross-cutting nature of RTI.\(^ {35}\)

The campaign also recognized the need to build support within the political establishment, and RTI activists drew upon their personal connections with senior bureaucrats and party leaders to gather support for the campaign. In the final weeks before the RTI Act’s enactment, CSOs, including the NCPRI, CHRI, and others, lobbied Members of Parliament relentlessly with to ensure that the most progressive provisions were crafted into the legislation—such as extending the coverage of the law to the entire government (rather than only the central government, as was the case with the 2002 Act and an earlier draft of the 2005 law).

In many countries, expanding RTI is perceived as a neoliberal reform effort pushed by governments, but in India, since its inception, the RTI Act has been seen as linked to the realization of basic rights and entitlements and as a tool to combat corruption.\(^ {36}\) The MKSS campaign in rural Rajasthan demonstrated the potential of RTI in helping ordinary workers and farmers access their wages under the government’s wage employment programs. In so doing, the MKSS developed a radical interpretation of the notion that citizens have a right to know how they are governed and to participate actively in the process of auditing their representatives.\(^ {37}\)

3.1. The Scope of Coverage

The RTI Act brings under its purview public authorities that are established, constituted, owned, or substantially financed by central, state, or local government bodies as well as organizations substantially controlled or financed by government funds (directly or indirectly), including nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). It covers all courts, Parliament, legislative assemblies, and councils. Certain security and intelligence agencies established by the government are exempted from coverage,\(^{38}\) but it is noteworthy that, if allegations of corruption or human rights violations are concerned, exemptions from information disclosure do not apply.

The law does not specifically cover private bodies, but it does enable citizens to access information about private bodies if such information can also be accessed by public authorities. For instance, in the case of a public private partnership, any information about the private company that is required to be submitted to the government is available to citizens under the RTI.
3.2. The Scope of Exceptions

The law defines 10 exemption clauses to protect information that is likely to affect the country’s national interests, foreign relations, commercial and trade secrets, and the like.\(^3^9\) These notwithstanding, information that can be provided to Parliament or to a state legislature can also be provided to citizens. Further, if the public interest in disclosing information outweighs the harm to protected interests, public authorities may disclose the information.\(^4^0\)

Civil society pressure resulted in the reinstitution of two important NAC recommendations in the RTI Act: (1) a provision for requiring the disclosure of information pertaining to corruption and human rights violations by intelligence agencies (which had been removed in the bill tabled in Parliament);\(^4^1\) and (2) the law was extended to cover all branches of government, including those at the state level. This is particularly critical to civil society groups, since information relevant to the urban and rural poor can only be accessed at the state-government level.\(^4^2\)

In 2006, soon after the law was enacted, the DOPT issued a notice on its Web site stating that “file notings” were not to be disclosed under the RTI Act.\(^4^3\) Civil society groups and activists were quick to respond, challenging the notice before the central and state information commissions who supported the view that notings could be accessed under the law. Undeterred, the government prepared a draft RTI amendment bill, the main purpose of which was to exclude file notings from the purview of the law.\(^4^4\) Civil society groups and leading RTI activists, rallying against the bill, launched a major campaign with the support of the media, successfully stalled the government from pushing the amendment through.\(^4^5\)

In 2009–10, in response to an RTI request, the government again confirmed that amendments to the RTI Act meant to improve the functioning of the law and prevent its misuse were being considered, including exemptions for frivolous and vexatious requests for information, discussions on policy decisions, and information from the office of the Chief Justice of India.\(^4^6\)

After civil society groups addressed letters to the PM and Sonia Gandhi protesting the potential amendments, the government decided to shelve them, assuring activists that they would be considered only after consultations with a range of stakeholders had taken place. In this way, civil society groups have played a crucial role—not only in the passage of the legislation, but also as watchdogs, remaining vigilant and responsive to any government push back on of the RTI Act.

3.3. Procedures for Access

The RTI Act clearly outlines the implementation roles and responsibilities of public authorities at various levels. Central and state governments are tasked with framing rules and guidelines to facilitate citizens’ access to information, developing education programs for the public, promoting the timely dissemination of information by public authorities, conducting training and capacity building of public authorities, and so on.\(^4^7\) Each public authority must appoint PIOs and assistant public officers (APIOs) within its administrative units and offices to receive and process requests for information. The law spells out the procedure to be followed by citizens in seeking information as well as the protocol to be followed by PIOs and APIOs in receiving and handling information requests.

Citizens can seek information under the law by submitting an application in writing, electronically, or orally in Hindi, English, or the official language of a given area. Applicants are not required to state reasons for requesting information or provide any personal details beyond basic contact information.

The law prescribes the imposition of reasonable fees as well as the waiver of fees for citizens living below the poverty line. The RTI Act sets a time limit of 30 days for official responses to RTI applications. Where the information requested concerns a matter of life or liberty, information must be provided within 48 hours.
3.4. Implementing Rules/ Regulations

Under the RTI Act, the central and state governments are required to frame rules to enable its provisions. These rules determine any fees and costs for the supply of information, the format of applications, modes of payment, procedures for accessing information, and the appeals process for information commissions. In addition, the legislatures, high courts, Supreme Court, and both houses of Parliament—can also frame rules as “competent authorities.” The RTI Regulation of Fee and Cost Rules, applicable to central government departments, came into effect on September 16, 2005. State governments have also formulated rules under the RTI Act.

The variations in the rules framed by the central and state governments have resulted in as many as 88 different RTI rules currently in operation in India. In particular, inconsistent fee structures, restrictive formats, and varying procedures for accessing information have been cited by civil society groups as stumbling blocks to citizens’ efforts to use the law.
4. Capacity, Promotion, and Oversight

The RTI Act lays out a very detailed implementation framework for public authorities. In some countries, like the United Kingdom, the government had five years to fully operationalize the RTI law; in India, the time gap between the enactment of the RTI Act and its implementation was quite short: enacted in May 2005, the law came into full force on October 12, 2005. Public authorities were given 120 days within which to implement the law in its entirety. Some key provisions came into immediate effect, including the framing of rules by central and state governments, the appointment of PIOs by public authorities, and the establishment of the information commissions at the central and state government levels.

4.1. Implementing Organizations

While the law does not specifically provide for the designation of a nodal implementing agency, institutional arrangements have been made with specific departments to lead implementation at the central and state government levels. At the central level, the DOPT in the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances, and Pensions has been designated as the nodal agency. In this role, the department has the powers and responsibilities of the central government as outlined under the RTI Act. Notably, the DOPT was closely involved in the formulation and drafting of the RTI Act; it even presented the draft bill in Parliament. The department has a separate RTI division that deals with all RTI matters and the Central Information Commission (CIC). In most states, either a general administration department or department of administrative reforms has been designated as the primary RTI implementing agency.

The DOPT’s role as the lead implementing agency reveals certain contradictions. As the department responsible for the formulation of personnel policies, senior staff appointments, and general administration in the central government, the DOPT has played an important role in setting the tone for implementation. It has issued detailed notifications and instructions to departments, organized trainings for officers relating to the RTI Act, conducted mass public awareness campaigns, clarified key provisions of the law, and issued specific orders to ministries to appoint PIOs, proactively disclose information, and to improve records management practices.

But on some issues concerning the disclosure of information by the bureaucracy, the department’s interpretation of the law has been controversial. As previously mentioned, in 2006, the DOPT stated that file notings could not be disclosed under the law; this led to a number of government departments refusing citizens access to information. From a civil society perspective, access to file notings provides a critical insight into the deliberative process of government, and opens up to scrutiny the views, recommendations, and decision of officials on specific policy issues. Civil society objections forced the DOPT to backtrack on the issue, but the controversy proved to be only the first in a series of attempts by the government to amend the RTI Act. In subsequent years, the department has been frequently critiqued for its interpretation of the law’s key provisions. Most recently, the department has mooted a series of amendments that, if introduced, would limit both the subject matter and word count of RTI applications.

As agencies on the frontlines, ministries and departments (at both the central and state levels) play critical roles on a day-to-day basis in determining how RTI is translated into a tangible right for citizens. Under the implementation framework outlined in the RTI Act, it is the responsibility of each line ministry—and the public authorities under them—to set in place systems and processes to enable citizens to access information under the law.
There are a total of 60 ministries under the central government, each with a number of departments and public authorities under its jurisdiction.Aggregate data on compliance with the RTI Act by these ministries are unavailable, but information from the government’s national RTI portal suggests that a large number of ministries have complied with the basic provisions of the law, including appointing PIOs and appellate authorities and proactively disclosing information.61

Interviews with officials in the DOPT, Department of Rural Development, and CPWD shed light on the internal processes and procedures that departments have developed for RTI implementation.62 The nodal division or the RTI cell is generally responsible for coordinating the receipt, transfer, and disposal of RTI requests and ensuring that there is department-wide compliance with the provisions of the law. In their efforts to set in place systems and processes to facilitate RTI implementation, the DOPT and CPWD stand out. The CPWD has set up an RTI coordination cell to receive and redirect RTI requests to its relevant branches, divisions, and subdivisions. It is well staffed and well organized, with nine dedicated staff members and a separate office space with proper workstations, computers, and sufficient filing space. The DOPT has recently set up a dedicated RTI cell to streamline the disposal of RTI applications. Of the four departments, the DOPT is the only one that has issued detailed internal guidelines for the efficient handling of requests and appeals within the department.63 In the Department of Rural Development, the Information, Education and Communication (IEC) Division handles all RTI-related matters. The Department of School Education and Literacy does not have a dedicated cell or division; all matters related to RTI implementation are handled by another department in the Ministry of Human Resource Development.

It appears that the ways in which departments organize themselves to deal with RTI implementation reflects sector-specific characteristics. Policy-intensive departments such as the Department of Rural Development and Department of School Education and Literacy tend to have leaner RTI implementation structures, with fewer information officers and less infrastructure. This is primarily because most of their programs are implemented at the state and local government levels; therefore, requests for information are usually transferred to these levels. On the other hand, departments that are heavily engaged in the day-to-day implementation of programs, such as the CPWD, have more formalized systems, reflected in a higher number of information officers and a dedicated and well-staffed RTI cell, as examples. This difference in policy versus implementation is also reflected in the number of RTI requests received by departments: the CPWD receives a greater number of requests than the other two.

4.2. Budget

At the central and state government levels, there are no dedicated budgets for RTI implementation. Additional allocations have, however, been made to help governments set up information commissions.64 In addition, in November 2008, the central government launched a centrally sponsored scheme65—to the tune of Rs. 26.68 crores—for strengthening implementation, capacity building, and awareness generation under the RTI Act.66 At the level of line ministries and departments, however, there have been no additional allocations. Expenditures related to the implementation of the RTI Act, including the designation of PIOs, APIOs, and appellate authorities, are charged to the overall administrative budgets of each ministry or department.67 Interviews with officials from the CPWD, Department of Rural Development, and Department of School Education and Literacy confirmed that they do not have any dedicated budgets for RTI implementation.68

This is a significant implementation issue. A subcommittee set up by the CIC in 2007 noted that public authorities, particularly at the lower levels of government, were constrained in their information provision by inadequate financial resources. The subcommittee recommended that central and state governments earmark a certain percentage of departmental budgets for the
implementation of RTI programs—such as creating infrastructure, training, and capacity-building programs. The inadequacy of budgets and infrastructure has also been cited as a key constraint by the PIOs and department heads at the central and state government levels.

4.3. Staffing and Training

4.3.1. Staffing

The RTI Act provides for the designation of information officers in all administrative units or offices of a public authority. In October 2005, the DOPT issued a directive instructing public authorities to designate PIOs and APIOs. At the sub-divisional and sub-district levels, where public authorities do not have offices or administrative units, arrangements have been made with the Department of Posts to provide the services of APIOs.

Aggregate data on the total number of central government personnel employed to process RTI requests are not available. The number of information officers varies depending on the number of offices, branches, and administrative units within a given ministry or department (as can be seen in the four departments analyzed in table 1). The jurisdiction of each PIO and AA has been clearly defined: officers process information requests and appeals related to the specific schemes or programs being handled by them. This clear allocation of subject area benefits both the officers and citizens who can address queries to specific PIOs or AAs.

There seems to be a wide variation in the seniority levels of PIOs within the central government and across states. In many instances, junior officers have been designated as PIOs and AAs, which, according to a 2009 CIC sub-committee, is likely to have a detrimental effect on the quality of decisions. In the DOPT and Department of School Education and Literacy, officers at the level of undersecretary have been designated as PIOs, whereas in the Department of Rural Development, PIOs are at the level of director or deputy secretary. Civil society groups also highlight that in the years immediately following the passage of the RTI Act, senior officers (like joint secretaries) were designated as PIOs, but that junior officers who often lack the capacity to respond to RTI requests or interpret the true letter and spirit of the law are now being appointed.

While PIOs have been designated at various levels to handle requests and appeals, assessments of the RTI Act suggest that the infrastructure and human resources allocated for implementation at various levels are insufficient. For example, 82 percent of the public authorities surveyed within the central government reported the need for additional infrastructure to implement the RTI Act; public authorities at the block and local levels of government lack basic infrastructure like photocopy machines and computers. To facilitate the day-to-day handling of RTI requests, the DOPT has instructed departments with more than one PIO to designate a nodal officer to receive all requests and appeals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>No. of PIOs</th>
<th>No. of APIOs</th>
<th>No. of AAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department of Personnel and Training (DOPT)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Rural Development</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of School Education and Literacy</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Public Works Department (CPWD)</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data on the Department of School Education and Literacy and CPWD obtained in response to RTIs. Data on the Department of Personnel and Training and Department of Rural Development from the information disclosed proactively on the departments’ Web sites.
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4.3.2. Training

The RTI Act includes provisions for the training needs and capacity building of officers. Central and state governments, subject to the availability of resources, may conduct training programs for the PIOs of public authorities and produce training materials and manuals on the RTI Act. The training division of the DOPT is the nodal agency in the government for formulating and implementing training policy. The training of government functionaries in processes relevant to the RTI Act is conducted regularly by the Institute of Secretariat and Management (ISM), a training institute under the DOPT. Departments may nominate officers to take part in the ISTM courses, which include special modules for PIOs and AAs implementing the RTI Act.

At a national level, in 2005, the DOPT partnered with the United Nations Development Program to launch a five-year training effort for all RTI stakeholders. Implemented in two districts each in 27 states, the project involved capacity building and the training of government officials at the central, state, and district levels; the training of trainers; and the development of training materials. Almost 100,000 stakeholders have been trained under the project, including 8,100 resource persons to train other officials in the RTI and other trainers. The DOPT has also been experimenting with the use of information and communication technology in training, and in 2009, launched a 15-day online certification course that targets PIOs, APIOS, AAs, public officials, citizens, CSOs, and other stakeholders. To date, there have been 24 groups for this training course.

But, despite these training initiatives, studies and interviews with civil society groups have highlighted the need for greater training and capacity building among government officials on the provisions of the RTI Act. Approximately 60 percent of both rural and urban PIOs have not received any RTI training, and approximately 40 percent of PIOs cited this as a constraint on their capacities to supply information to RTI applicants. The lack of training is reflected in the low levels of awareness about the law among PIOs; among the rural PIOs surveyed, 30 percent did not know the provisions of the RTI Act, and civil society groups observe that most PIOs are not aware of their roles and responsibilities under it. According to one activist, although most departments in the government have training centers where civil society and RTI experts are invited to train officers, for the most part these are not taken seriously since the training is not compulsory and the departments are required to nominate officers for training.

4.3.3. Human Resource Policies

The RTI Act mandates the designation of existing staff as PIOs and APIOs. Consequently, there are no formal rules or procedures that require changes in human resource policies to facilitate the disclosure of information under the RTI Act. In each of the four departments analyzed, PIOs handle other portfolios in addition to their responsibilities under the RTI Act. But responsiveness to RTI requests is not considered in the annual personnel performance appraisal of officials designated to perform RTI-related functions. Notably, there are no specific incentives that reward PIOs for good performance in discharging their RTI responsibilities, which is one reason for their lack of motivation. Over 10 percent of the PIOs surveyed cited a lack of financial and other incentives as reason for their reluctance to be PIOs. According to officials interviewed, though the RTI Act places certain obligations on government departments as a whole, the implementation of the RTI Act on a day-to-day basis is the responsibility of PIOs who face penalties if information is not provided on time. This has prompted resistance to the implementation of the law: over 30 percent of rural PIOs surveyed admitted that they did not want to be in their position.

4.4. Records Management

Under the RTI Act, public authorities are required to take steps to index, categorize, and catalog their records in order to enable the efficient dissemination of information. Within the central government, records management is the responsibility of a sister department of the DOPT—the Department of Administrative
Reforms and Public Grievances. Over the years, the department has undertaken a number of initiatives to improve government records management systems, including developing manuals on records management procedures and implementing a records-management e-learning module. But despite these initiatives, record-keeping practices across the central and state governments generally still remain quite poor.

In 2006, the Second Administrative Reforms Commission highlighted record keeping as the “weakest link” in the government’s information system. Noting that the “practice of cataloguing, indexing, and orderly storage” was absent at various government levels, the commission recommended the creation of a public records office and a one-time allocation of one percent of funds from flagship programs over five years to update records and improve infrastructure. Despite these recommendations, efforts have been slow to align records management practices with the RTI Act.

Fifteen percent of rural PIOs and 25 percent of urban PIOs cited poor records management as a key constraint to the swift processing of RTI applications. Similarly, 38 percent of PIOs (responding to the PwC study) reported ineffective records management as the reason for delays in processing requests. This problem was mentioned consistently in interviews with government officials and civil society representatives, who all attributed the problem to a lack of dedicated staff to handle government records. For their part, the DOPT and CIC have issued notifications to public authorities to improve their records management systems under the RTI Act, but compliance with these orders has been slow. Records management practices in most states have not been revised in decades. Officials mentioned that, in the past, government offices had dedicated record keepers (or daftaris) responsible for maintaining and managing records. The removal of this post has left a gap that has been, to date, unfilled. The PwC study diagnoses the problem as the absence of an “institutional mechanism in public authorities” that focuses on the RTI Act and record-keeping guidelines.

In recent years, the Government of India has launched a number of high-profile initiatives aimed at promoting the use of information and communication technology in improving governance and service delivery. Notably, the government has set up an Office on Public Information Infrastructure and Innovations under the PM to develop IT infrastructure to improve the efficiency of public service-delivery systems.

While departments in some states have developed innovative IT solutions, these have been mostly limited to status tracking of RTI applications. For example, at the central government level, the DOPT has developed an online request and appeals tracking system (RTI-MIS) for ministries and departments that enables PIOs, AAs, and CIC officers to input information on requests, appeals, and complaints received from citizens under the RTI Act and to use the system to generate reports and alerts. But in most departments, RTI applications continue to be maintained in physical form, and efforts to computerize RTI records have been limited. Most departments do not have an electronic document management system, and most PIOs do not maintain an electronic list of RTI applications.

Though officials in interviews spoke of the introduction of a new file-tracking system, it is not clear to what extent the system was being used.

4.5. Monitoring

The RTI Act requires each government ministry or department to compile information and data on the handling of RTI requests and to submit a detailed annual report to the information commissions. This report must detail the number of requests and appeals received by each public authority under its jurisdiction, the number of cases in which information was rejected, the exemptions used, fees and charges collected, and details of disciplinary action taken, and so on. The information commissions have to submit an annual report to the central and state governments (as the case may be) on the implementation of the law based on this report. The central and state governments at the end of each year may table a copy of these reports before the houses of Parliament or the state legislature.
In the central government, the CIC has developed an online RTI annual returns system to which departments can upload information directly. Information on the number of public authorities that have submitted annual reports to the CIC in the past three years is not available.\textsuperscript{103} According to data from the most recent CIC report (2007–08), 1,382 out of 1,597 public authorities submitted reports. The number of public authorities listed in the report also steadily increased from 938 in 2005–06 to 1,597 in 2007–08.\textsuperscript{104}

The DOPT, Department of Rural Development, Department of School Education and Literacy, and CPWD have been submitting reports to the CIC quite regularly. The annual reports for these departments can be accessed through the CIC’s system, though there are doubts about the accuracy and reliability of the data provided. For example, for the year 2008–09, according to information received in response to an RTI request, the CPWD department received 2,830 RTI applications. For the same period, the annual returns of the Ministry of Urban Development—the parent ministry of the CPWD—reported a total of 2,731 cases, while data for 2008–09 from the CIC’s annual returns system suggests 2,263. In other cases, departments submitted incomplete data. Detailed information would be available on the number of requests received by a department and the various public authorities under its jurisdiction for some years, but in other years, only data for the department itself (or possibly no data at all) would be available. Thus, getting concrete data and statistics is challenging and, in most cases, information is not even available on the departments’ Web sites.
5. Enforcement and Sanctions

The RTI Act sets in place a two-stage appeals mechanism for denied requests. Internally, within public authorities, the law mandates the appointment of an appellate authority (a senior officer in a public authority) to process and handle appeals. A second appeal can be made to the central or state information commissions (whichever is relevant to the particular case) within 90 days of the decision of the appellate authority.

The information commissions are autonomous and independent government bodies set up at the central and state levels. Headed by a chief information commissioner who is assisted by up to 10 information commissioners, the commissions have broad powers and can hear appeals and complaints under the RTI Act, monitor the law’s implementation, impose penalties on PIOs, recommend disciplinary action against erring officials, and award compensation to applicants for any loss or detriment suffered.  

In addition, the information commissions have been empowered to order public authorities to fully comply with the provisions of the RTI Act. Specifically, they may order public authorities to appoint information officers, publish specific categories of information, make information available in a particular form, improve records management practices, and enhance the training of officials in the provisions of the RTI Act. A major lacuna in the law is that it does not prescribe a time limit within which information commissions must process appeals and complaints. The draft RTI bill did set a time limit for processing applications, but in subsequent amendments to the bill, this clause was inadvertently omitted. Amending it would require parliamentary action and activists are concerned that this could open up a can of worms in terms of allowing the introduction of other regressive amendments; further, there is no incentive for the government to reform the law in a way that would make things more difficult for it.

Unlike a number of other countries’ RTI laws, the Indian RTI Act provides for a maximum penalty of Rs. 25,000 and disciplinary action against PIOs for noncompliance, enforceable by the information commissions. The draft RTI bill that was originally submitted to the government by the NAC included an additional penalty of imprisonment, but this clause was removed in the final drafting stages to ensure that civil servants took the law in the right spirit and “did not see it as a draconian law for paralyzing the government.”

In total there are 28 information commissions—the CIC and 27 state information commissions. This case study focuses on the functioning of the CIC, which was constituted by the central government on October 11, 2005. The procedures for deciding appeals and complaints are laid out in the CIC (Appeals) Procedure Rules 2005 that were published on October 28, 2005. Headquartered in New Delhi, the CIC has been set up under the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances, and Pensions and is currently headed by one chief information commissioner and five information commissioners.

The RTI Act enjoins central and state governments to provide information commissions with the officials and employees necessary to function efficiently. The central government has sanctioned a total of 116 posts to the CIC, of which, as of March 2010, 51 were filled and 65 vacant. The commission is largely staffed by government officials, as reflected in the list of sanctioned posts (see table 2). In addition to its regular staff, certain administrative and data entry positions in the CIC have been outsourced. Information on the training and capacity building of CIC staff is not available. The shortfall in staff has been said to be a key constraint on CIC’s performance.

RTI activists have also raised concerns about the selection and appointment of information commissioners. Under the law, individuals with experience in a diversity of fields (such as law, science, journalism, technology, management, or mass media) may be appointed as information commissioners. But studies suggest that most
information commissioners are former bureaucrats. According to one study, of the 28 chief information commissioners initially appointed, 23 were retired bureaucrats.\(^{114}\) While former bureaucrats have stronger skills and experience in administrative matters than other citizens, this could be seen as perpetuating a bureaucratic culture within the enforcement agencies, potentially compromising objectivity.

The CIC is funded by the central government. Specifically, the demands for grants for the CIC are presented to the exchequer as part of the overall budget of the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances, and Pensions. The allocations of funds and approval of expenditures are subject to clearance from the ministry. Staff salaries are set according to government norms, and the commission does not have the authority to create new posts or fix staff salaries. Therefore, while the RTI Act gives the commission considerable autonomy,\(^{115}\) its dependence on the central or state government for the sanctioning of budgets and staff\(^ {116}\) goes against the spirit of its autonomy. In its first annual report, the CIC noted that the independence and efficient functioning of the CIC could not be guaranteed unless it was provided with financial and administrative autonomy.\(^ {117}\)

RTI activists have recommended that the budgets of information commissions be delinked from any government department and be determined by the Parliament or the state assembly, as the case may be. Furthermore, they have recommended that information commissions should be autonomous and independent in their ability to create posts, hire staff, incur expenditures, and so on.\(^ {118}\)

As per information received in response to an RTI request, the annual budget of the CIC in 2009–10 was Rs. 1,188 lakhs while the actual expenditure incurred was Rs. 1,113.79 lakhs (see table 3).

The CIC maintains a monthly record of the number of cases (both appeals and complaints) that are received and disposed. This number has been steadily increasing, from only 703 in 2005–06 to 22,818 in 2009–10 (see figure 1). In total, in the period 2005–10, the CIC received 57,046 appeals and complaints, 45,283 of which were disposed. On average, the CIC disposes of 9,056.6 cases per year. Detailed data on the time taken to respond to appeals and complaints are not available, but it has been estimated that the average waiting time is approximately 6.2 months.\(^ {119}\)

Table 2. List of Sanctioned Posts in the CIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>Sanctioned Post</th>
<th>As of March 2010</th>
<th>Vacant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Secretary (additional secretary to the Government of India (GOI))</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Additional secretary (joint secretary to GOI)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Registrar</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Joint secretary (director to GOI), deputy secretary</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Senior PPS</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Undersecretary</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Section officer</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PPS</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>OSD (protocol)</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Court master</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>04</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Assistant</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Librarian</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Translators</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Personal assistant (PA) (grade C)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Steno (grade D)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>UDC</td>
<td>02</td>
<td>01</td>
<td>01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>DEO</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Nil</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Driver</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Peon</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>05</td>
<td>04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>116</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Information received in response to an RTI filed with the CIC, Reply No.CIC/CPIO/2010/1057.
Table 3. Annual Budget of the CIC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Budget estimates</th>
<th>Revised estimates</th>
<th>Actuals (in lakhs)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005–06</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>87.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006–07</td>
<td>500.00</td>
<td>622.00</td>
<td>150.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007–08</td>
<td>900.00</td>
<td>733.00</td>
<td>547.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008–09</td>
<td>1,340.00</td>
<td>1,234.00</td>
<td>819.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009–10</td>
<td>1,174.00</td>
<td>1,188.00</td>
<td>1,113.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: RAAG 2009: 42.

Data on the number of penalties imposed, disciplinary actions recommended, and compensation awarded since 2005 are not readily available, but studies suggest that information commissions across the country have imposed penalties in very small numbers. The RAAG study, based on an analysis of appeals and complaints at 19 information commissions across the country, found that a total of 343 penalties had been imposed as of March 31, 2008. Of these, 74 penalties were imposed by the CIC (figure 2); as a percentage of cases, this is quite low. Civil society groups interviewed say this creates a culture of impunity for noncompliance with the law.

The 2008–09 RAAG study found that less than 2 percent of potential penalties under the RTI Act were actually imposed by the information commissions.\(^{120}\) A more recent 2009-10 study by the Public Causes Research Foundation (PCRF) estimates that the failure to impose penalties has cost the Indian exchequer Rs. 86 crores. Based on its analysis of 76,813 orders passed by 87 information commissioners across 27 states, it was determined that penalties were imposed when information was delayed in only 1,896 out of 59,631 cases (3.17 percent).\(^ {121}\)

5.1. Judicial Appeals

The RTI Act bars lower court jurisdiction for hearing appeals and complaints related to the RTI Act because the framers of the law were keen to ensure that it did not fall prey to problems of delays and pendency characteristic of India’s lower courts. Thus, an independent appeal system was created. But because RTI is a constitutional right, interpreted by the courts as a fundamental right under Article 19 (1) of the Constitution, citizens can appeal to the High Court or Supreme Court in their writ jurisdiction if they believe their rights has been infringed.

Figure 1. Appeals and Complaints Received by the CIC

Source: Information received in response to an RTI filed with the CIC. No.CIC/CPIO/2010/1057, dated September 3, 2010.
Consequently, the orders and decisions of the information commissions may be challenged in the High Courts and the Supreme Court. Detailed data on the number of first and second appeals that have been challenged in the courts are not available.

Anecdotal evidence from newspaper and media reports, however, indicates that a number of public and private authorities—private schools, stock exchanges, sports associations, and other organizations—have challenged the decisions of the information commissions and its coverage under the law in court.\textsuperscript{122} Additionally, there have been instances in which government officials have challenged penalties imposed by the CIC; in some of these cases, the courts have either reduced or overturned penalties while staying the CIC’s orders.\textsuperscript{123}

5.2. Influence of Stakeholders

RTI activists and civil society groups in India have been vocal in their demand for strong and independent information commissions. Since 2006, a number of studies by CSOs have tracked the performance of information commissions in various states.\textsuperscript{124} These studies have helped highlight the various implementation challenges faced by the commissions. Earlier studies tracking RTI in eight states (Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, and Uttarakhand) found that state information commissions were constrained by the poor allocation of infrastructure, staff, and budgets.\textsuperscript{125} These findings have been supported by more recent assessments. In response to a nationwide survey assessing the status of RTI implementation, 75 percent of information commissions reported that they were not financially independent, 85 percent felt that sanctioned staff were inadequate, and nearly 60 percent said they did not have sufficient infrastructure.\textsuperscript{126} Civil society groups view the dependence of the commissions on government departments for the sanctioning of budgets and staff as a major impediment to their ability to function effectively.

Through their continued vigilance, civil society groups have ensured that critical gaps in the implementation of the RTI Act at various levels are highlighted and brought into public view. While the extent to which these efforts have been successful in pressuring the government to improve implementation is not directly evident, the existence of a strong counter pressure to the government has certainly been beneficial.
The data available suggest that information commissions are falling into a pattern of regular delays and poor enforcement characteristic of a number of other enforcement and grievance redress agencies—notably the judiciary. The growing backlog of appeals and complaints in information commissions has been flagged as a major problem in the implementation of the law. A 2009 PCRF study of information commissions reports that, in some state information commissions, applications remain pending for more than a year. Activists fear that if remedial measures are not taken, information commissions will soon mirror the judiciary, where court cases remain pending for years.

In 1996, the Mallimath Committee report estimated that 28 million judicial cases were pending across the country. Since that time, the number of pending cases has increased to such an extent that, by one estimate, it would take the judiciary 320 years to clear the backlog of 31.28 million pending cases. A series of government committees have cited shortage of staff, lack of training, and capacity building, and poor infrastructure as the major reasons for the delays. Judicial reforms to rectify the delays and high costs involved in the delivery of justice have been slow to materialize.

Vigilance and enforcement agencies like the Comptroller and Auditor General of India and the Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) have been characterized by similar stories of delays and poor enforcement measures. Studies suggest huge delays in audits commissioned by the Comptroller and Auditor General. A lack of scrutiny and enforcement of audit recommendations by the legislature have also been flagged as a key issue. In the period 1998–99, out of a total of 1,478 audits, only 87 (5.88 percent) were selected for review; only 32 (2.18 percent) were finally reviewed by Parliament’s financial committees. Within the CVC, delays in the investigation of anticorruption cases vary from six months to three years. The CVC’s enforcement record is equally poor: in the period 1989–98, out of a total of 21,164 cases, the CVC recommended prosecution in only 517 (2 percent) cases. In total, only 606 government servants lost their jobs during a 10-year period.

In recent times, the judiciary and CVC have also been critiqued for a lack of transparency in the selection of staff; senior appointments in both organizations have been given to retired Indian Administrative Service officers. The appointment of these retired bureaucrats to leadership positions in institutions of accountability and enforcement is seen by some as a concerted government effort to subvert the institutions’ autonomy. It has been argued that such posts act as “inter-temporal” incentives for retiring bureaucrats who—once in positions of authority—tow the government’s line. Here again, similarities with information commissions that have been similarly criticized by civil society groups for their selection and appointment processes are evident.

In sum, the RTI Act appeals process is becoming an increasingly bureaucratic exercise because information commissions are unable to process appeals and complaints in a timely manner, reflecting a prevailing culture of delayed processing in many enforcement and grievance redress agencies (such as judiciary). This bureaucratic culture is also exacerbated by a tendency to appoint former civil servants as information commissioners. These practices, in addition to the low rate of imposed penalties, raise serious questions about the efficacy of information commissions in enforcing the RTI Act.
6. Compliance

6.1. Proactive Disclosure

Section 4 of the RTI Act mandates the proactive disclosure of information, but it has been poorly implemented. After the enactment of the law, departments did promptly upload Section 4 manuals on their Web sites, but efforts at routinely updating this information have been inadequate.

A physical and electronic audit of government departments at the central, state, and district levels found that most of the Section 4 information published was incomplete and outdated. For example, while 65 percent of urban public authorities had published details about their respective organizations on their Web sites, only 45 percent had published PIO information, and only 25 percent had published information on budgets and salaries.\(^{133}\) Moreover, even PIOs were often unaware of their obligation to update and upload this information: 43 percent had no knowledge of the proactive disclosure provisions of the law. Overall, state government compliance with Section 4 is inadequate.\(^{134}\)

Smaller studies assessing the state of Section 4 compliance offer similar findings. For example, a 2009 survey of central and state government Web sites cited “abysmally low” compliance, varying from 28 percent among state governments, 44 percent among information commissions, and 58 percent among central government departments.\(^{135}\) Compliance levels appear to be even worse at the local government level. A 2009 study assessing RTI Act compliance by government offices at the taluka (local) and district levels in the state of Gujarat noted that a lack of availability of Section 4 information is widespread. In 94 percent of the taluka offices, researchers had to file formal RTI requests to get this information; in 85 percent of the offices, researchers were required to pay application fees.\(^{136}\)

Though central government departments have generally performed better, gaps still remain. A study of five central government ministries conducted in 2009 found that compliance was limited, with researchers facing difficulties in extracting Section 4 information. Initial compliance with the law was motivated by euphoria or fear; subsequently, compliance has not been taken seriously.\(^{137}\) Each of the four departments assessed under this study have separate RTI links on their Web sites that provide citizens with some basic information on the RTI Act, a listing of PIOs and AAs, fee payment modalities, and access to circulars and notifications that may have been issued by the department. But an analysis of the uploaded Section 4 data suggests that there are gaps in the availability of information:

- The Department of Rural Development has developed a complex management information system for disclosing information under some of its schemes, but the Section 4 information given is inadequate.\(^{138}\)

- The Section 4 manual uploaded by the Department of School Education and Literacy has not been reviewed since the RTI Act was passed. Only recently has the department issued a circular to officers requesting that they update Section 4 information.\(^{139}\)

- The CPWD has uploaded a three-page “manual” on its Web site that claims to provide information on Section 4, but the information is inadequate. An official in the RTI coordination cell acknowledged that, while the PIOs/AAs list was frequently updated online, very little work had been done relating to Section 4.

Basic information (the department’s functions, powers and duties of officers, acts and rules, and the PIOs/AAs list) has been uploaded to the DOPT Web site, but key information—such as the categories of documents held by the department, facilities available for public consultation, a list of boards and councils, and details of recipients of concessions—have not been made publicly available.
The poor implementation of Section 4 is attributed to various factors. The PwC study concludes that there has been inadequate planning among public authorities for implementing Section 4. Under the RTI Act, it is the responsibility of the public authority as a whole to proactively publish information, but at a departmental level there is no clarity about whether Section 4 is the responsibility of the heads of departments or the PIOs. This lack of ownership and of clearly defined roles and responsibilities for updating Section 4 information is considered one of the major reasons for poor performance.\(^{140}\)

Studies have recommended defining responsibilities within departments and incentivizing proactive disclosure through institutionalized awards and penalties.\(^{141}\) Some civil society groups have stated that unless there is pressure on departments from the CIC, there will be no real motive to implement this clause effectively; PIOs and heads of departments will continue to pass the responsibility back and forth to the other.\(^{142}\)

### 6.2. Requests and Responsiveness

Since 2005, an increasing number of citizens have filed requests for information with public authorities in the central and state governments. While concrete data on the total number of requests since 2005 are unavailable, the RAAG study estimates that approximately 2 million requests were filed in the first two-and-a-half years after the passage of the law (October 2005–March 2008).\(^{143}\) The findings of the PwC study are roughly similar: there were an estimated 85,000 requests in 2008 alone.

Civil society groups think that these numbers are relatively small and reflect low levels of awareness among large segments of the population.\(^{144}\) The RAAG study found that nearly 90 percent of rural applicants and 85 percent of urban applicants were male;\(^{145}\) the PwC survey found that only 15 percent of the public is aware of the RTI Act.\(^{146}\)

Citizens aware of the law still face a number of difficulties, including a lack of information on filing RTI requests; an inability to find PIO contact information, particularly at district and local government levels; inconvenient submission and payment methods; and lack of assistance from PIOs in submitting requests.\(^{147}\) Additionally, applicants often must make three or four visits to public authorities in order to file requests; the PwC study determined that over 26 percent of applicants had to make more than three visits.\(^{148}\)

The “fear factor” associated with seeking information through the RTI Act—particularly among weaker and more vulnerable sections of society—has also been identified as a major constraint in several studies. This fear is born out of widespread reports of harassment of RTI applicants by officials, particularly in rural areas;\(^{149}\) over 40 percent of rural and 15 percent of urban applicants surveyed by RAAG reported experiencing harassment and threats.\(^{150}\) The problems in accessing information faced by citizens are a reflection of low levels of awareness and poor training and capacity building among PIOs.\(^{151}\) More broadly, these difficulties can be seen as an expression of the bureaucracy’s unwillingness to part with information.\(^{152}\) According to PwC, encouraging access to information is “one of the major change management issues” faced by governments at various levels.\(^{153}\)

Information about types of requests the manner in which they are processed is limited. Most requests for information have been focused on state and local levels of government because the bulk of public services are provided by agencies at these levels.\(^{154}\) In many cases, requests have been filed seeking improvements in the delivery of basic services (such as water, roads, electricity, and sanitation) and access to basic entitlements (such as ration cards, below-poverty-line cards, pensions, and wages).\(^{155}\) Citizens and CSOs have also used the law to audit and monitor government schemes, the public distribution system,\(^{156}\) and the government’s flagship rural employment scheme—the Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Scheme (MGNREGS).\(^{157}\)
6.2.1. Responsiveness of Line Ministries

The RAAG study found that between 50 percent and 60 percent of information requested was actually received by applicants. When information was received, 40 percent of rural applicants and 60 percent of urban applicants reported that the information fully served the original reason for filing the application; 20 percent said it served the purpose in part. Sixty-five percent of respondents reported that the law had been useful in accessing government information and resolving basic problems.\(^{158}\)

Statistics on the central government compiled by the CIC suggest a steady increase in RTI applications—from 24,436 in 2005–06 to 2,63,261 in 2007–08 (see figure 3); a relatively small number of these applications were rejected.

But there are currently no data available on the types of information requests that have been rejected, and whether or not these rejections were legitimate. Overall, central government departments were quite responsive (based on RTI applications filed by the RAAG): the central government was successful in providing information in 81 percent of the cases.\(^{159}\)

In all, of the four departments analyzed, the number of RTI requests initially received was quite small, but all of the departments have witnessed a subsequent spike.

6.2.2. Department of Personnel and Training

In 2009–10, the DOPT received 6,956 requests for information (see figure 4),\(^{160}\) of which a very small number were rejected. On average, the department receives 8–10 RTI requests per day.\(^{161}\)

6.2.3. Department of Rural Development

Despite its size, the department does not receive a great volume of RTI requests (see figure 5).\(^{162}\) In 2005–06, the department received only eight RTI applications, and though that number rose to 350 by 2009–10, it remains lower than could be expected. Officials in the department confirmed that 90 percent of requests that come to the department relate to programs or rural development schemes (such as the PradhanMantri Gram SadhakYojana [PMGSY], the Indira AwasYojana [IAY], and the MGNREGS) that are being implemented at the state and district levels and that are therefore transferred to the relevant departments at these levels. According to department officials, the MGNREGS division in the ministry receives the most RTI requests, especially ones related to the number of staff at different levels in the department, queries about
salaries and benefits of officers, and so on. Available data also suggest that the department has not rejected a single request for information in the past five years.

From the perspective of department officials, the RTI requests received are largely “unproductive,” noisome, and time-consuming, since that they usually involve the seeking of information related to local-level schemes. Officials interviewed claimed that the RTI Act was principally being used by people to resolve individual grievances, to settle scores, and to harass government departments. They complained about the vague nature of requests and the low fees for filing RTIs. The officials suggested that frivolous requests for information should not be entertained under the law. 6.2.4. Department of School Education and Literacy Data submitted by this department to the CIC provide an insight into the number of RTI requests received by it: in 2009–10, a total of 660 RTI requests were received, of which only 3 were rejected (see figure 6). These suggest that the RTI Act has been used to seek information on teacher salaries and recruitment and retirement policies, probe the functioning of government schools, and question school enrollment policies. Kabir, a CSO that works on spreading awareness about the RTI Act, has used the law to seek specific kinds of information from education departments in the central and Delhi government. For example, the organization has filed RTI requests with the Central Board of Secondary Education (which is under the Department of School Education and Literacy in the central government) seeking information on curriculum design.

Figure 4. RTI Requests Received or Rejected by the DOPT

Source: DOPT Annual Returns Reports to the CIC for the years 2005–06, 2006–07, 2007–08, and 2009–10. Annual returns were not filed by the department in 2008–09.
Figure 5. RTI Requests Received/Rejected by the Department of Rural Development

![Bar chart showing RTI requests received and rejected by the Department of Rural Development from 2005-06 to 2009-10]

Source: Department of Rural Development Annual Returns Reports to the CIC for the years 2005–06, 2006–07, 2007–08, and 2009–10. Annual returns were not filed by the department in 2008–09.

Figure 6. RTI Requests Received or Rejected by the Department of School Education and Literacy

![Bar chart showing RTI requests received and rejected by the Department of School Education and Literacy from 2005-06 to 2009-10]

6.2.5. Central Public Works Department

According to data submitted by the CPWD to the CIC, of the three line departments, the CPWD processes the highest volume of requests (see figure 7); since 2007, the department has consistently been receiving over 2,000 requests for information. It receives an average of 20–25 RTI applications per day, in marked contrast to the Department of Rural Development, which receives only 6–7 requests. This is not surprising, given that the CPWD provides a range of public services and, consequently, has greater interaction with the public. To respond to these requests, the CPWD has invested significant time and effort in building up the capacities of the department to handle RTI implementation.

To gauge the responsiveness of line ministries to the RTI, an information request was filed in the Department of Rural Development, Department of School Education and Literacy, and CPWD—three RTI requests in total; RTI requests were submitted by mail on the same date (see annex 1 for a sample of the RTI request). Responses were received from all three departments, but some responded sooner and more efficiently than others. The CPWD provided the speediest reply (7 days), followed by the Department of School Education and literacy (26 days), and the Department of Rural Development (31 days). The quick response from the CPWD is a reflection the department’s better management of RTI requests and applications.

With regard to the quality of information given: the CPWD and the Department of School Education and Literacy provided partial information; the Department of Rural Development provided incomplete information. The Department of Rural Development provided particularly poor-quality information, failing to respond to a number of questions on the application. While the small sample of RTI requests filed is insufficient to make comprehensive assessments of departmental responsiveness to the law, considered with other available data, it suggests that departments feel compelled to respond to requests, even if they do not not fully. While the quality and timeliness of these responses may be critiqued, the responsiveness itself is indicative of some degree of institutional change.

Figure 7. RTI Requests Received/Rejected by the Central Public Works Department

7. The RTI Act and Accountability

There are high expectations for the RTI Act in India. It is frequently cited in government speeches as landmark legislation that testifies to the government’s commitment to “promote transparency and accountability for fostering good governance and democracy.”169 The law, it is argued, grants citizens with a legal right to demand information and clarification from government officials for the first time and, in so doing, challenges longstanding relationships of power and patronage.170 Prior to the RTI Act, citizens had few opportunities to hold the government accountable for its policies and actions; the law has given citizens a legal channel for doing this.171 The enactment of the RTI Act itself is perceived as a symbolic shift from a culture of secrecy to one of transparency and openness.

There is clear evidence to suggest that the RTI Act is being used by citizens across the country: there are over a million requests for information citing the law every year. Studies acknowledge that the law has been used most often in sectors where citizens have traditionally had to struggle to access their rights.172 For example, an analysis of over 1,500 RTI applications, filed by citizens in five villages as part of a village-level RTI campaign in 2006–07, found that most requests were filed with departments delivering basic social services (such as ration cards, pensions, and other benefits). A number of civil society groups and people’s movements have also been actively using and promoting the law.173

Since 2005, a number of case studies have documented and highlighted the use of the law in helping citizens access their basic entitlements, redress grievances related to the nonprovision of basic services, and even expose corruption in public services.174 In many instances, the very act of filing an RTI application has served as a deterrent, prompting government action to resolve the grievances of citizens.175

Historically, social welfare and development programs in India have been associated with reports of corruption, pilferage, and mismanagement. In particular, rural employment programs have been vulnerable to loss of funds in this way, as collusion between private contractors and local politicians have led to inflated procurement bids and misappropriation of funds.176 For example, a 2006 survey by the National Food for Work Program, conducted in six states, unearthed instances of false muster rolls, ghost entries on muster rolls, and massive discrepancies in the payment of minimum wages to workers.177 The lack of information about how schemes were being implemented and how funds were being allocated and spent made it practically impossible for citizens to uncover and check corrupt practices.

7.1. The National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA)

For the first time, RTI has been institutionalized in the country’s largest rural employment guarantee scheme—the MGNREGS, which provides rural households with 100 days guaranteed employment in public works at a minimum wage and which mandates compliance with the provisions of the RTI Act and the proactive disclosure of all scheme-related data and information. Specifically, information that must be disclosed includes demands for work received, workers registered, job cards issued, funds received and spent, wage payments, and work sanctioned.178 The law also mandates regular social audits of work and expenditures under the scheme, including disclosure of government records and documents.179 The RTI Act has been critical in the success of these audits, and although leakages in the scheme persist, it is widely acknowledged that the “insistence on transparency and access to records ... has helped prevent pilferage.”180

The RTI Act has proved to be a useful tool for citizens and civil society groups to legally demand information on the functioning of state-sponsored rural development and welfare programs. For example, in 2006, SabarEktaManch, an NGO in Gujarat, filed an RTI application seeking information on the minimum wage being paid to MGNREGS workers. The information revealed
that these workers were being paid a paltry wage compared to what state mandates. Based on this, the SabarEktaManch filed an RTI request in the Gujarat High Court, seeking to fix irregularities in the wage payment system.\textsuperscript{181} The institutionalization of the law as well as the social audits within the MGNREGA have brought a greater focus to issues of transparency and accountability in the delivery of social-sector programs.

7.2. Supporting the Education of the Poor

Pardarshita, a Delhi-based NGO, has used the RTI Act to scrutinize the admissions process among New Delhi’s elite public schools, many of which were allocated land at subsidized rates by the Delhi government on the condition that they reserve 25 percent of their seats for children from economically weaker segments of the population. In practice, few schools were adhering to this requirement.

In July 2004, on the petition of the NGO Social Jurist, the Delhi High Court issued an order requiring all schools that had been allotted government land to fulfill this condition. Pardarshita, the SatarkNagarikSangathan (SNS), and other groups filed a series of complaints on this issue with the Directorate of Education in the Delhi government and with schools, and then used the RTI Act to follow up on the status of the complaints. In many instances, the filing of such applications alone led to swift action by the schools, resulting in several poorer students being able to gain admission. The group continues to monitor and pursue the implementation of this quota; today, most schools are complying with the quota as originally intended.\textsuperscript{182}

7.3. Opening Up Examination Results

JOSH, a Delhi-based NGO, has set up a youth task force that operates an RTI help-line for Delhi University students; it has been using the RTI Act to campaign for greater transparency at the university.\textsuperscript{183} addressing issues including the internal assessment system and the functioning of college canteens, hostels, street lights, and roads.\textsuperscript{184} In 2007, JOSH filed a number of RTI applications with colleges of the Delhi University, seeking updates on their compliance with the proactive disclosure provisions of the RTI Act. The lack of response spurred JOSH to take the matter up with the CIC. Under pressure from the CIC and JOSH, colleges were quick to disclose information through manuals on their Web sites.

The information received through the RTIs revealed that colleges were not following standard procedures for internal assessment, but after the initial disclosure of information by colleges, follow-up compliance by departments has been weak. From the perspective of groups involved in the campaign, departments cooperated initially because of pressure from the CIC, but as soon as the pressure eased, they returned to the status quo.\textsuperscript{185}

7.4. Public Works

In 2002, Parivartan, a Delhi-based CSO, sought information under the Delhi Right to Information Act 2001 for public works contracts in two East Delhi neighborhoods. A public hearing, or jansunwai, organized by Parivartan to audit the 68 contracts revealed massive corruption and embezzlement of funds in 64 of the local municipal corporation contracts (Municipal Corporation of Delhi).\textsuperscript{186} The investigations revealed that out of a total Rs. 13 million that was officially sanctioned for improving civic amenities in these localities, approximately Rs. 7 million worth of items did not exist.\textsuperscript{187}

Following the public hearing, Parivartan petitioned the chief minister of Delhi. In May 2004, the Delhi High Court directed the Delhi police to investigate allegations of corruption,\textsuperscript{188} prompting the local municipal councilor to offer full transparency in public works programs in the area. The Municipal Corporation of Delhi agreed to a series of corrective measures, which included proactively displaying information about public works projects at worksites, offices, and in local communities.\textsuperscript{189} The court case proved less successful: the Delhi police failed to collect evidence years after the alleged corruption case. Parivartan has also campaigned for greater transparency and accountability in the management of the public distribution system in Delhi.\textsuperscript{190}
7.5. **Ration Shops**

The SNS, another Delhi-based NGO, runs an information center in New Delhi to educate and encourage local residents to use the RTI Act for a range of issues, including pensions, primary and secondary school education, housing, electricity, and water supply and sanitation.

Case studies documented by SNS track their successful record in using the law to demand basic entitlements for slum dwellers, including access to ration cards, regular water supplies, clean sanitation, and so on. In 2004, the SNS helped slum dwellers file applications under the Delhi Right to Information Act 2001 in order to access ration shop records; they revealed that shopkeepers were regularly siphoning rationed wheat, rice, and sugar and selling it to fictitious ration-card holders. Sustained pressure by the SNS and its volunteers has also led to significant improvements in the management of the public distribution system. More recently, the SNS has been using the law to access information about the performance of elected representatives.

Other groups, including the Hazards Centre (a New Delhi-based CSO that works primarily on issues of the urban poor), have filed RTI requests with the public works departments on behalf of the inhabitants of resettled and unauthorized colonies, seeking information on the provisioning of basic services in these areas.

7.6. **Commonwealth Games**

Meanwhile, in a particularly high-profile case, the Housing and Land Rights Network (HLRN), another Delhi-based organization, used the RTI Act to access information on governmental expenditures for the 2010 Commonwealth Games (CWG). Based on RTI responses from different departments, the HLRN found that social development funds earmarked for the poor—to the tune of Rs. 744 crores, or $164 million—had been reallocated by the Delhi government for the CWG. Following these findings, the group called for an audit and an investigation into the diversion of funds by the Delhi and central government authorities. While the chief minister of Delhi publicly denied that funds had been diverted, the matter caught the attention of parliamentarians—not only in India (where the issue was raised in both the lower and upper houses)—but also in the United Kingdom, where a question on the diversion of funds was raised by a Member of Parliament in the House of Lords. Following the disclosure of these and other expenditure-related discrepancies, the government ordered an official probe and investigation into the CWG expenditures.

7.7. **Media**

In some instances, journalists have used the RTI as a tool to collect information. Shyamlal Yadav, an associate editor with the leading periodical *India Today*, has filed over 1,800 RTI applications to gather information for his investigative stories. In 2008, Yadav used the RTI Act to seek details of the foreign trips made by ministers in the UPA government. Four months and 59 RTI applications later, Yadav found that 71 out of the 78 ministers of the UPA government had made a total of 786 foreign trips over a three-and-a-half year period—at government expense. The article raised considerable public interest and gained a lot of media attention, eventually prompting the PM to write to the ministers asking them to curtail foreign travel expenditures.

In the following year, *India Today* filed RTI applications with every central government ministry, seeking information on the foreign travel of bureaucrats, revealing that between January 2005 and April 2008, 1,576 officials of the rank of director and higher had travelled abroad for a total of 24,458 days, at a cost of more than Rs. 56.38 crores.

In 2006, the media house NDTV and several newspapers (including *The Hindu*, *The Telegraph*, and *Hindustan Times*) partnered with CSOs to launch the “Drive against Bribes Campaign” and to combat corruption. The 15-day campaign sought to discourage people from taking bribes, using the RTI Act to access information from the government. Almost 1,500 trained volunteers assisted people at centers in 48 cities about the law. According to journalist Manish Sisodia, the campaign involved over 700 groups from across the country (including NGOs, resident welfare associations, students, and lawyers) and helped generate a buzz about RTI.
These examples and other case studies suggest that the RTI Act has been used in an innovative way by individuals and citizen groups seeking a range of information on government schemes, development projects, benefits, and entitlements. Audits of the MGNREGS have helped expose corruption in the wage payments and construction projects. Groups such as Parivartan and SNS have used it as a tool for the redress of grievances and as an alternate mechanism for the poor to access their basic rights and entitlements to ration cards, pensions, electricity, water connections, and so on. Meanwhile, organizations like HLRN used the law to expose instances of poor administration (as with the diversion of social sector funds to pay for CWG).

But instances of information obtained through the RTI Act translating into direct action against corrupt and inefficient practices or resulting in punitive action against officials have been few in number. From the perspective of civil society, this is not as much a reflection of the law and its implementation as of the state’s weak mechanisms of horizontal accountability, evident in, for example, the unwillingness of judiciary bodies and law enforcement agencies to act on findings unearthed through the RTI Act.
8. Conclusion

The RAAG study concludes: “while the awareness of the importance of transparency has indeed increased manifold [in government], infrastructure needs to be built around it to allow it to work better.” Similarly, the PwC study notes a lack of adequate planning among public authorities to “proactively identify and address constraints in providing citizens with information.” The RAAG report also notes that “the key to increasing accountability of public authorities (vis-à-vis the RTI) lies in bringing about attitudinal changes” within the government at various levels.

Since the enactment of the RTI Act, civil society groups have continued to push for its better and more stringent implementation, remaining vigilant against any attempts to amend or curb it. Studies have acknowledged the key roles played by CSOs in raising awareness and in training and assisting the public in filing requests. Because of civil society’s continued engagement with the RTI campaign, India did not face the problem seen in other countries where RTI laws were passed but rarely used.

The Indian media were early supporters of RTI, with senior journalists lending strong support to the movement. They have also served as watchdogs: in 2006, when rumors of a possible government amendment to the law opposed by the media began to circulate, the media opposed it. Since its passage, national newspapers have regularly featured articles relevant to the RTI Act. The RAAG survey of over 60 publications in English, Hindi, and other regional languages found that, on average, 65 news items per publication per year deal with RTI. Another key finding of the RAAG survey, however, is that the Indian media rarely use the law to unearth stories and investigate issues.

Although the RTI campaign did receive some support from progressive bureaucrats (notably, N. C. Saxena and Harsh Mander, among others), the bureaucracy’s overall response to the law has been ambivalent. Specifically, this resistance was manifest in repeated attempts to amend the law and a lack of effort at improving the internal capacities of departments to supply information.

In 2010, an all-India perceptions survey of over 4,000 civil servants revealed that they view the law with trepidation. The RTI Act is perceived as curbing the discretion of government officials who now fear recording their views on file in the event that an RTI request reveals that these views are contrary to official rules and procedures. There have even been some reports of officials recording their views on Post-It® notes rather than on files. Some also fear that the law will be used to harass and blackmail them.

Another common concern is that departments will be inundated with a huge volume of requests, bringing the government to a standstill. In interviews conducted with the DOPT, Department of Rural Development, and CPWD, officials consistently made reference to frivolous, vexatious, and voluminous requests for information. In 2009–10, attempts were made by the bureaucracy to amend the RTI Act to exempt such requests. More recently, in December 2010, the DOPT mooted an amendment to restrict the number of words that could be used in drafting an application.

On a day-to-day basis, resistance from government officials creates obstacles to citizens accessing information under the law. Respondents to the 2008–09 RAAG and PwC studies (particularly those belonging to economically weaker segments of society) reported that they had been harassed and intimidated by government officials. In some instances, this harassment became violent, with a number of RTI activists being assaulted and even murdered in the past few years.

Puddephatt observes that a major challenge to the implementation of the RTI Act is this “mindset of resistance” within public institutions, concluding that while “a moment of political will and a concerted push by civil society” allowed for the RTI Act to pass, it is not clear, given this resistance, the extent to which political will has translated into improved implementation outcomes.

It has been observed that the perpetuation of colonial laws, including the Official Secrets Act 1923, the Indian Evidence Act 1872, and the Civil Services Conduct Rules, have created an atmosphere in
which government confidentiality is the norm and disclosure the exception. As early as 2006, the Second Administrative Reforms, in its second report on the RTI Act, acknowledged that the effective implementation of the law would depend on a shift from “the prevailing culture of secrecy to a new culture of openness.” While a series of government committees, including the Fifth Pay Commission and the Second Administrative Reforms Commission, have recommended amending the Official Secrets Act and other rules and procedures that restrain the disclosure of information, this shift has not occurred because efforts to reform the internal structures and processes of the state—and thus facilitate the disclosure of information—remain weak.

Politically, the RTI Act, along with the NREGA, is perceived as a major achievement of the Congress-led UPA government. While a succession of non-Congress governments initiated efforts to introduce the RTI Act (notably the BJP-led United Front Government that introduced the FOI Act 2002), it was the Congress Party in 2004 that gave RTI a political impetus. Since the enactment of the legislation, some political leaders, including Congress Chairperson Sonia Gandhi, have ardently supported the RTI Act and have resisted efforts to amend the law. But from time to time, serious questions have been raised by various factions within the political establishment about the applicability of the law to specific areas (if, for example, the communications of the PM and President of India can be disclosed under the law, and whether or not the judiciary is covered under it). Political actors have also been divided over the issue of RTI amendments, with some supporting them as necessary for the smooth implementation of the law and some resisting them.

Citizens and the state have been said to share a client–patron relationship, in which citizens are perceived more as beneficiaries of state goods than as the bearers of rights. The RTI Act challenges this power dynamic by granting citizens the right to question the government and to seek information on its various activities. Alongside this shift comes an increasing focus on government performance evident in the development of outcome budgets and the introduction of a new performance management system in government. Yet, on a day-to-day basis, it seems that government bodies continue to be bound by rules and procedures. Given this focus on procedures rather than outcomes, it is not surprising that the implementation of the RTI Act has become, as previously noted, a “check-the-box” process. In other words, there has been procedural compliance, but little attention given to whether or not existing systems and processes are able to facilitate the efficient supply of information.

In sum, an analysis of the implementation of the RTI Act suggests mixed results. On one hand, there is evidence to suggest that, at various levels, the government has complied with the basic provisions of the law, including formulating rules and regulations, designating information officers, setting up information commissions, and establishing procedures for accessing information. Backed by civil rights groups, citizens are often using the law to demand a range of information from the government that has been used as the basis of campaigns demanding basic rights and entitlements, especially for the poor.

But the systemic changes needed are yet to be seen. For example, departments lack sufficient budgets, manpower, and infrastructure, and they are hampered by poor records management practices. Moreover, the institutions set up to uphold and promote the RTI regime, such as information commissions, have performed poorly, as seen in the growing number of appeals and complaints and in the low rates of penalties.

The RTI Act 2005 is groundbreaking legislation that commits the Indian government to an unprecedented degree of transparency. But research studies and our own analysis suggest that there have been gaps in the government’s efforts to implement the law, particularly with regard to bringing about systemic changes in the rules and procedures governing the disclosure of information. Discretionary practices remain, as does a bureaucratic focus on procedures over outcomes. Even so, the law’s impact on society is impossible to dismiss. Thanks to the continued and active presence of civil society groups who continue to press the government for more effective implementation of the law, it is estimated that approximately 1 million people per year, on average, are exercising their right to information.


———. 2011b. Speech by World Bank President at George Washington University, September 14.
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Notes

1 Lord Meghnad Desai speaking at the Fourth Annual Convention on the RTI, New Delhi, October 2009; quoted in Roberts 2010: 3.


3 Roy and Dey undated: 18.


5 Drawing influences from access-to-information laws in Canada, Mexico, South Africa, and Jamaica.

6 In fact, the World Bank’s access-to-information policy also draws from the Indian law.

7 These sectors were selected because departments within them are implementing major schemes and programs.

8 These obligations include the appointment of information officers, proactive disclosure of information by the department, setting up of internal systems and processes to facilitate the supply of information, and the submission of annual RTI reports to the Central Information Commission (CIC) at the end of each year.

9 See RAAG 2009; PwC 2009; PRIA 2007, 2008; Roberts 2010.

10 The PwC study assessed the implementation efforts of government departments in a sample of five states. The study was based on the feedback of over 2,000 RTI applicants and 200 information providers across public authorities in the central, state, and local levels and included feedback from 5,000 citizens. See http://rti.gov.in/rticorner/studybypwc/index-study.htm. The RAAG study was more extensive, covering public authorities in the central government, ten states, and the National Capital Territory of Delhi, with three districts in each state and eight villages in each district randomly selected. In total, as part of the study, 515 public authorities were surveyed across the country, 37,704 people interviewed, and over 800 RTI applications filed with different public authorities across the country. See http://rti-assessment.org/eexe_summ_report.pdf.

11 For a rich and detailed history of the RTI campaign, see Singh (2007, 2009). Also see Jenkins and Goetz (1999); Mander and Joshi (1999); Goetz and Jenkins (1999); and Banisar (2006).
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